HIST389/395
Crime in Modern America
Spring 2019

http://drstephenrobertson.com/hist395
Tuesday/Thursday, 12.00-1.15, East Building 122
COURSE OVERVIEW:
This course is a thematic study of the history of crime and its policing and prosecution in the United States from the 1870s to the 1920s. We will use newspapers in the Library of Congress' Chronicling America collection to explore the incidence, definition, and policing of offenses such as murder, assault, rape, sodomy, arson, theft, counterfeiting, and gambling. To make sense of that evidence, we will analyse the history of how newspapers reported crime and the how the criminal justice system developed. The major assignment is a digital project that examines a specific crime as it was reported in a particular time and place.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
• You will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the history of crime and the criminal justice system in the United States since 1865
• You will identify and interpret written and visual primary sources and secondary materials such as monographs, scholarly articles, and websites.
• You will have an understanding of how new technologies are transforming historical research, writing, and publishing
• You will learn how to do historical research and scholarship using a range of tools and resources that are available on the web
• You will successfully develop and publish historical scholarship on the web

CONTACT INFORMATION
• Prof. Stephen Robertson
• srober30@gmu.edu
• Office: Research Hall 483 -- Office Hours by appointment

COURSE REQUIREMENTS
• You need to bring a laptop to every class – you will need a device to do the required work with online materials
• Late work will not be accepted.
• No incompletes will be issued.

UNIVERSITY POLICIES
Important Dates
• Last day to add classes–all individualized section forms due January 29, 2019
• Last day to drop with no tuition penalty February 5, 2019
• Final Drop Deadline (with a tuition penalty) February 12, 2019
• Student Self-Withdrawal period (100% tuition, W grade) February 13 - February 25, 2019
**Academic Integrity**
All George Mason University students have agreed to abide by the letter and the spirit of the Honor Code: “not to cheat, plagiarize, steal, and/or lie in matters related to academic work.” If you are uncertain what that policy covers, see the information provided by the Office of Academic Integrity. All violations of the Honor Code will be reported to the Honor Committee for review.

If you are copying and pasting text that someone else wrote, you might be plagiarizing. Pasted or manually retyped text is not plagiarized only when all of the following three conditions are true: 1) the pasted text is surrounded by quotation marks or set off as a block quote, and 2) the pasted text is attributed in your text to its author and its source (e.g., “As Jane Smith writes on her blog . . . “), and 3) the pasted text is cited in a footnote, endnote, and/or a bibliography (e.g., “Smith, Jane. Smith Stuff. Blog. Available http://smithstuff.wordpress.com. Accessed August 1, 2012.”)

**Disability Accommodations**
Any student who requires special arrangements in order to meet course requirements should Contact me to make necessary accommodations. Students should present appropriate verification from the Office of Disability Services [http://ods.gmu.edu/distance.php](http://ods.gmu.edu/distance.php), 703-993-2474. All academic accommodations must be arranged through that office.

**Diversity Policy**
George Mason University is an inclusive community of learners. Your instructor and all classmates should abide by the University’s Diversity Policy found at Mason Diversity Statement [http://ctfe.gmu.edu/professional-development/mason-diversity-statement/](http://ctfe.gmu.edu/professional-development/mason-diversity-statement/).

**Student Privacy**
Students must use their MasonLive email account to receive important University information, including messages related to this class. See Mason Live [http://masonlive.gmu.edu](http://masonlive.gmu.edu) for more information.

**Student Services**
- Writing Center < [http://writingcenter.gmu.edu](http://writingcenter.gmu.edu) > (703-993-1200)
- Ask A Librarian < [http://library.gmu.edu/ask](http://library.gmu.edu/ask) >
- Counseling and Psychological Services < [http://caps.gmu.edu](http://caps.gmu.edu) > (703-993-2380)

**Grading Scale**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>GPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A+</td>
<td>99-100</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>93-98</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-</td>
<td>90-92</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+</td>
<td>87-89</td>
<td>3.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ASSIGNMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assignment</th>
<th>Percentage of grade</th>
<th>Due Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Newspaper Description</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>February 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search Results</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>February 7-April 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataset</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>April 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Exhibit</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>May 15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. **Newspaper Description (15% of grade)**  
   *due by 11.59PM, February 15*

   The goal of this assignment is to develop an overview of the paper that you have chosen to research to provide a context for understanding the crime reporting that you will be investigating in the rest of the course. Skim a week of issues of the newspaper you have chosen from two different years (1880 & 1900 or 1900 & 1920), and write a 2-page paper that answers the following questions:
   a. Identify the newspaper and the two weeks of issues you have examined
   b. How many pages and columns are in each issue?
   c. What kind of content is on each page? (news (local, state, national; international); features; ads etc)
   d. What style of content? (Melodramatic, Sensational, Objective)
   e. What format of presentation? (headlines, illustrations, length of stories)
   f. In what ways was the paper different 20 years later? (1880 vs 1900 or 1900 vs 1920)
   g. How, and on what basis, would you categorize the paper, in terms of the genres of the penny press, yellow journalism, informational press?
   h. Estimate the accuracy of the OCR for your newspaper - select 100 words from a story in 1880 or 1900, compare with the image of the story, and count how many characters are correct; repeat for a story from 1900 or 1920. What caused the errors? Are there patterns in what letters are wrong, or where on the page the mistakes are?

2. **Search results (40% of grade)**  
   *due by 12 noon on the day of each Thursday class*

   In weeks 3-11, after spending the Tuesday class examining historical accounts of a crime, we will spend the Thursday class analyzing the reporting of that crime in the newspapers each class member has chosen to research.
Search your newspaper for the crime that is the subject of that week in either 1880 & 1900 or 1900 & 1920.

a. For each year, begin by searching for the period 6/1 – 6/30
b. Each year of results should include approximately 15-20 items, for a total of 30-40
   a. if a search for the whole month produces too many results, search for 6/1 – 6/15; continue to reduce the time frame until you have a manageable set of results
   b. if a search for the whole month produces too few results, extend the period of the search to include additional months or years

c. Check each result to ensure the story relates to a crime (eg is not a fictional story)
d. For items that are crimes, scroll to the bottom of the page and copy the url
e. Paste the url into a Google sheet titled with the name of the paper, the term you searched and the dates you searched; add a brief note on the details of the crime
f. Share the completed sheet with Prof. Robertson: srob4757@gmail.com
g. Come to class prepared to discuss your search results; a portion of the grade for each week will be determined by class participation.

3. Dataset (10% of grade) due by 11.59PM, April 26

Choose one of the crimes studied in the course and develop your search results for that crime into a data set of at least 30-40 stories

a. Create and complete a Google Sheet that analyses your stories, modeled on the example provided (including columns for location, keywords describing the nature of the crime, and gender and race of the alleged victim and offender). More detailed instructions are on the course website.
b. Copy the OCR transcription for each story from Chronicling America & correct the OCR
c. Save the Google Sheet as a csv file and import it into Omeka - instructions are on the course website
d. In Google Sheets, create charts showing the patterns in the data in terms of the location, the nature of the crime, and the identities of the participants

4. Online exhibit (35% of grade) due by 11.59PM, May 15

Create an Omeka exhibit interpreting your dataset (assignment #3) that outlines the patterns in the data and interprets them by answering these two questions

1. How do these stories fit with historians’ accounts of crime reporting? (refer to the lectures and readings for Weeks 1 & 2)
2. How do these stories fit with historians’ accounts of that crime? (refer to the resource for that crime included in the schedule)

The site should include:

- An about page that describes your newspaper and the search you did to create your dataset (use material from assignment #1)
- A map of the location of the crimes made with the Omeka Map Plugin - instructions are on the course website
• At least one page discussing patterns in where the crimes took place, referring to the map you made, and discussing if there was any change over time
• At least one page discussing the nature of the crime, including an analysis of patterns in the keywords you assigned to the stories, and discussing if there was any change over time
• At least one page discussing the gender of the alleged victims and offenders, and discussing if there was any change over time
• At least one page discussing the race of the alleged victims and offenders, and discussing if there was any change over time
• Each page should include the stories you are discussing and any relevant charts you created of your dataset (use material from assignment #3)
• Each page should answer the two questions, about how the stories fit with that aspect of historians’ accounts of the crime and of crime reporting
• The total writing in the exhibit should be 1500-2000 words
• Instructions for creating an exhibit in Omeka S are on the course website; we will spend the final two classes on exhibit building
SCHEDULE

Week 1:
1/22 - WHAT IS THE HISTORY OF CRIME? WHAT IS DIGITAL HISTORY?

1/24 - UNDERSTANDING TURN-OF-THE-20th-CENTURY NEWSPAPERS & CRIME REPORTING (1)

Week 2:
1/29 - UNDERSTANDING TURN-OF-THE-20th-CENTURY NEWSPAPERS & CRIME REPORTING (2)

1/31 - UNDERSTANDING DIGITAL NEWSPAPERS: Chronicling America, digitization, OCR, & search
Projects using Chronicling America:
- Beyond Words
- Bookworm
- Mapping Texts
- Journalism’s Voyage West
- US News Map
- Viral Texts: Mapping Networks of Reprinting in 19th-Century Newspapers and Magazines
- America’s Public Bible: Biblical Quotations in U.S. Newspapers
- American Lynching: Uncovering a Cultural Narrative

Choose the newspaper that will be the focus of your work in this course

Week 3:
2/5 – MURDER

2/7 – MURDER – in Chronicling America newspapers
Search term: Murder
**Week 4:**
2/12 – ASSAULT

2/14 – ASSAULT – in *Chronicling America* newspapers
Search term: assault

**Week 5:**
2/19 – SEX OFFENSES: RAPE

2/21 – SEX OFFENSES: RAPE – in *Chronicling America* newspapers
Search: criminal assault; rape

**Week 6:**
2/26 - SEX OFFENSES: SODOMY – in *Chronicling America* newspapers
Search: sodomy; crime against nature; unnatural act; buggery

**2/28 – NO CLASS**

**Week 7:**
3/5 – MORALS OFFENSES: GAMBLING

3/7 – MORALS OFFENSES: GAMBLING – in *Chronicling America* newspapers
Search: gambling; lottery; cards; dice

**3/11-3/17 - SPRING BREAK**

**Week 8:**
3/19 – MORALS OFFENSES: LIQUOR & PROHIBITION
3/21 - MORALS OFFENSES: LIQUOR & PROHIBITION – in Chronicling America newspapers
   Search: liquor; drunkenness; prohibition; smuggling; license; bootlegger; padlocking; conspiracy; raid

**Week 9:**
3/26 - PROPERTY CRIME: THEFT

3/28 - PROPERTY CRIME: THEFT – in Chronicling America newspapers
   Search: embezzlement; theft; stealing; stolen

**Week 10:**
4/2 – PROPERTY CRIME: COUNTERFEITING & FORGERY

4/4 – PROPERTY CRIME: COUNTERFEITING & FORGERY – in Chronicling America newspapers
   Search: counterfeit; forgery

**Week 11:**
4/9 – PROPERTY CRIME: ARSON

4/11 - PROPERTY CRIME: ARSON – in Chronicling America newspapers
   Search: arson

**Week 12:**
4/16 – THE SYSTEM (1)

4/18 – THE SYSTEM (2)
**Week 13:**

4/22 - **POLICE**

4/25 - **PRIVATE DETECTIVES**

**Week 14:**

4/30 - **EXHIBIT BUILDING IN OMEKA S**

5/2 - **EXHIBIT BUILDING IN OMEKA S**